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Introduction



- significant part of the measured data contains some  
  information about "location on the map":

- stationary measuring networks (TLD, EWN)
- mobile group carborne data, UAV / robot measurements
- airborne radiation monitoring
- in-situ measurements, collected samples
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Radiation protection and geographic data



- except few licenses for commercial GIS SW (MapInfo and ArcGIS),
  open-source GIS applications are used almost exclusively:

  QGIS                                      SAGA-GIS

- benefits and reasons for deployment:

- available for free - can be deployed on any number of computers and
  in such a manner to ensure easily their mutual substitutability 
  in the field etc.

- flexibility - the ability to legally customize software and tools for user
  needs without having to deal with software developers, licenses etc.
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SÚRO and GIS 

http://qgis.org/
http://saga-gis.org/


- the SÚRO is interested in communication with the public and its
  education in the field of radiation protection (RAMESIS project, 
  Radon Programme in the Czech Republic)

- SÚRO has the demand for specific tools for QGIS, but it cannot
  satisfy it with its own efforts

- established collaboration with GeoForAll Lab, Department of
 Geomatics, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czech Technical University
 (FCE CTU)
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SÚRO and cooperation with the public, schools, etc.

https://vavai.tacr.cz/isvav/project/41559/
http://geomatics.fsv.cvut.cz/research/geoforall/


- the Czech "branch" within the CTU in Prague is a part of the

  international network covered by organizations:

 Open Source Geospatial Foundation (OSGeo)

 International Cartographic Association (ICA)

- the aim is to develop cooperation opportunities for academic,

  industrial and government organizations in the field of open-source 

  GIS software and open data
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GeoForAll Lab



SÚRO

- specifies ideas / work topics - what features do we need 

                                                      from the QGIS plugin?

- provides input data and other materials / literature

- provides continuous consulting and testing of the plugin 

  during development  

GeoForAll Lab (FCE CTU)

- offers themes to students and possible implementation 

  of themes within:

  - semestral projects

  - bachelor and master theses

- provides the supervisor and complete technical infrastructure

- publishes the source code, complete plugin and its documentation
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SÚRO & GeoForAll Lab



- students' work result is a functional and ideally debugged plug-in 

  for QGIS, including complete documentation and source code

- license same as for QGIS - GNU General Public License, GNU GPL

- all so created plugins are also available to the public

- the license allows further development of plugins in the future
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SÚRO & GeoForAll Lab – resulting tools
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Plugins developed by students for SÚRO



- author: Ondřej Pešek
- realization within: bachelor thesis
- finished: June 2016

- for the needs of the SÚRO airborne monitoring group
- actively used for regular airborne gammaspectrometric monitoring

Documentation
https://ctu-geoforall-lab.github.io/qgis-position-lag-correction-plugin/

Source code
https://github.com/ctu-geoforall-lab/qgis-position-lag-correction-plugin
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GPS Position Lag Correction Plugin

https://ctu-geoforall-lab.github.io/qgis-position-lag-correction-plugin/
https://github.com/ctu-geoforall-lab/qgis-position-lag-correction-plugin


Problem to solve:
- during airborne monitoring, the GPS coordinates are recorded at the 
beginning or at the end of the 1 second interval of the spectrometric 
measurement, thereby shifting the coordinate to the measured point
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GPS Position Lag Correction Plugin



- this shift was previously solved manually - editing raw data in Excel /
  Calc, then transferring and loading to the map, checking, and possibly
  repeating the procedure
- shift based on knowledge of instrument parameters, experience,
  knowledge of the measured
  area
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GPS Position Lag Correction Plugin

- now you can move the
  points interactively in the
  plugin and immediately
  see the result on the map



- plugin demonstration in action (3s shift):
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GPS Position Lag Correction Plugin
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Map Corners Coordinates Plugin

- authors: Tereza Kulovaná, Michael Kala 
- realization within: bachelor thesis
- finished: January 2017

- for the needs of the SÚRO airborne and ground mobile groups
- actively used

Documentation
https://ctu-geoforall-lab.github.io/qgis-map-coords-plugin/ 

Source code
https://github.com/ctu-geoforall-lab/qgis-map-coords-plugin 

https://ctu-geoforall-lab.github.io/qgis-map-coords-plugin/
https://github.com/ctu-geoforall-lab/qgis-map-coords-plugin


Problem to solve:
- outputs of some types of measurement (e.g. airborne) are passed to 
  the State Office for Nuclear Safety (SÚJB) in the image format
- for example, the MonRaS system operated by SÚJB (pictured on the
  right) requires geographic map coordinates for the image corners
- so far solved one by one by reading the cursor coordinates in QGIS
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Map Corners Coordinates Plugin



- after pressing „Capture!“ the plugin
  displays corner coordinates of the 
  currently displayed map extent
- the output can be also saved 
  in a text file:
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Map Corners Coordinates Plugin
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Ground Radiation Monitoring Plugin

- author: Michael Kala 
- realization within: bachelor thesis
- finished: June 2017

- for the needs of the SÚRO Section of Emergency Preparedness 
  and Mobile Groups, currently being tested

Documentation
https://ctu-geoforall-lab-projects.github.io/bp-kala-2017/

Source code
https://github.com/ctu-geoforall-lab-projects/bp-kala-2017

https://ctu-geoforall-lab-projects.github.io/bp-kala-2017/
https://github.com/ctu-geoforall-lab-projects/bp-kala-2017


Problem to solve:
- calculation of the obtained dose
  estimate for the monitoring vehicle
  crew using interpolated dose rate
  map and planned monitoring route

- dose rate map from:
   
  - prediction with SW like JRodos
  - interpolated real measurements
    (airborne etc.)

- routes planned for example with
  Google (KML, GPX formats)
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Ground Radiation 
Monitoring Plugin



- performs calculation of dose 
  estimate with constant monitoring
  speed, the distance between the
  route points is calculated from 
  the coordinates

- the route from Google etc. has
  points only at the site of its
  direction change (i.e. we can have
  only a few points with the values in
  a few-kilometer section, which is 
  a problem)
→ plugin solves it by creating
     additional "measuring points"
     along the route
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Ground Radiation 
Monitoring Plugin
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Ground Radiation Monitoring Plugin –  in action

- QGIS with testing data
  and plugin user interface



- point layer with dose rate 
  and estimated dose values (left)
- text report (right)
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Ground Radiation Monitoring Plugin - outputs
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Radiation Reconnaissance Results 
QGIS Plugin

- author: Tereza Kulovaná
- realization within: bachelor thesis
- finished: June 2017

- tailor-made for 314th CBRN Centre Hostivice - Břve, Czech Army
- SÚRO has been involved in technical consultations and testing data

Documentation
https://ctu-geoforall-lab-projects.github.io/bp-kulovana-2017/index.html

Source code
https://github.com/ctu-geoforall-lab-projects/bp-kulovana-2017

http://www.acr.army.cz/scripts/detail.php?id=9473
https://ctu-geoforall-lab-projects.github.io/bp-kulovana-2017/index.html
https://github.com/ctu-geoforall-lab-projects/bp-kulovana-2017


Problem to solve:
- create contour lines (according
  to specified parameters) 
  from a raster map of dose rates
  or surface contamination

- convert contours to polygons
  and simplify them to ensure that
  the number of vertices per
  polygon is not exceeded

- convert coordinates of the
  extracted vertices to the MGRS
  military system and generate text
  report according to NATO / Czech
  Army specifications
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Radiation Reconnaissance Results QGIS Plugin



- plugin demonstration in action – control panel, settings:
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Radiation Reconnaissance Results QGIS Plugin



- plugin demonstration in action:
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Radiation Reconnaissance Results QGIS Plugin



- plugin demonstration in action – output text report:

- output text report is NATO APP-11 compatible 
- the aim is to replace currently used and time-consuming manual data
  processing by the operator with a partially automated solution using
  this plugin
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Radiation Reconnaissance Results QGIS Plugin



These plugins, created as a result of cooperation between the SÚRO 
and FCE CTU, will be used both in solving the research projects and 
routine activities of the SÚRO and for practical use by the Czech army, 
as well as contribution to increasing public awareness and 
understanding of the radiation protection issues by simplifying the 
work with monitoring results of citizen measuring networks.

The chosen solution using open-data / open-software allows the tools 
to be widely used without limitations caused by licensing fees etc. 
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Conclusion



Thank you for your attention
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